In our paper paper we propose a new binary elliptic curve of the form a[
Introduction
Recently, many papers are written about binary elliptic curves such as Binary Edwards curves (Bernstein, Lange, & Farashahi, 2008) and Binary Huff curves (Devigne & Joye, 2011) . In this paper, we introduce a new binary elliptic curve.
Let E be a projective curve of dimension one, defined over a field K. E is an elliptic curve if E is nonsingular (smooth), irreducible over K (algebraic closure), with genus 1 and has at least one rational point (over K).
The affine version of elliptic curve in Weierstrass form is:
E : y 2 + a 1 xy + a 3 y = x 3 + a 2 x 2 + a 4 x + a 6 where the coefficients a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 and a 6 are in K; with a special element denoted by O and called the point at infinity.
An binary non supersingular elliptic curve E has the classical Weierstrass equation:
The group law of a binary elliptic curve is given by the following. Let P = (x 1 , y 1 ) and Q = (x 2 , y 2 ) be elements in E then we have the following:
• the neutral element is O and the opposite of P, is −P = (x 1 , x 1 + y 1 );
• if Q −P then P + Q = (x 3 , y 3 ):
-if P Q then x 3 = λ 2 + λ + x 1 + x 2 + a and y 3 = λ(x 1 + x 3 ) + x 3 + y 1 with λ = y 1 + y 2 x 1 + x 2 ; -if P = Q then x 3 = λ 2 + λ + a and y 3 = x 2 1 + λx 3 + x 3 with λ = x 1 + y 1 x 1 .
In section 2 we introduce a new binary curve and prove that it is a projective variety.
In section 3 we study the universality of the model and explain how to do the addition via a birationale equivalence.
A New Binary Curve
In the following, we introduce a new curve and study its properties.
Definition 2.1 (New binary curve) Suppose that k is a field such that it's characteristic is 2. Let a, b be elements of k with ab(a + b) 0. The new binary curve with coefficients a and b is the affine curve
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• 3 rd case: deg f = deg f = 1 then there exists a 1 , and a 2 such that f (x) = a 1 (x + 1) and f (x) = a 2 (x + 1). 
Smooth Varieties
; Vol. 4, No. 6; 2012 Equation (2) implies that y = 0 or y = a a + b and equation (3) implies that x = 0 or x = a a + b
Thus H is nonsingular.
Projective Form

Homogenus Equation
If we put x = X Z and y = Y Z , we obtain the projective form of the curve E a,b . Thus we have the following homogenus equation:
Infinites Points
• We have three points at infinity.
Singularity of Infinites Points
• 1 : 0 : 0 , X = 1 we have the following equation
∂T ∂Y (0, 0) = a + b 0 thus the point 1 : 0 : 0 is a nonsingular infinite point.
∂T ∂X (0, 0) = a + b 0 thus the point 0 : 1 : 0 is a nonsingular infinite point.
∂T ∂Z (0, 0) = a 0 thus the point 1 : 1 : 0 is a nonsingular infinite point.
Birational Equivalence
Theorem 2.4 Suppose that k is a field such that it's characteristic is 2 and a, b ∈ k. Each curve with affine equation a[x
0 is equivalent in a birationally way to the curve
. We obtain 
We have the following
Corollary 2.5 (Projective version) Suppose that k is a field such that it's characteristic is 2 and a, b ∈ k. Each curve with projective equation a[X
Proof. similarly to the above.
Universality of the Model and Addition Law
First of all let us recall the properties of trace function.
Let F q = F p n be a field of q = p n elements. The trace function denoted Trace is defined as follows:
3) There exists γ ∈ F p n , with Trace(γ) 0;
(a) either irreducible;
(b) or a product of factors of degree 1.
is product of factors of degree 1 if and only if Trace(α) = 0.
Corollary: Trace function for binary fields Let α, β ∈ F 2 n 1) Trace(α 2 ) = α;
2) The equation Vol. 4, No. 6; 2012 Cardinality for elliptic curve
The cardinality of an elliptic curve E over F q is the number of F q -rational points. The theorem of HasseWeil relates the number of points to the field size.
Theorem: (Hasse-Weil) Let E be an elliptic curve defined over F q . Then |E(F q )| = q + 1 − t and |t| ≤ 2 √ q.
Universality
When introducing a new form or elliptic curve, it is important to study how many "good" curve are isomorph to the new model. Proof.
= 0 is equivalent in a birationally way over F 2 l to an elliptic curve in the form
• We have also
• Define change of variables, put
Define another the change of variables u = a
then we have
By identification: 
Put t = h −1 thus t 2 + t + h 2 a 6 = 0.
Thus
We define by |L| the cardinality of the set L and |E| the cardinality of E. Since t 4 a 6 + t + 1 = 0 has at most 4 roots, we must prove that L Trace(a 6 ),0 has at least 5 elements i.e |L| Trace(a 6 ),0 ≥ 5 if l ≥ 5.
Namely let at prove that |L| 0,0 ≥ 5 and |L| 1,0 ≥ 5 if l ≥ 4.
We have |L| 0,0 + |L| 1,0 = 2 l−1 − 1. Therefore, since h can take all values in F * 2 l , then h 4 a 6 also take all values in F * 2 l . We deduce that |L| 0,0 + |L| 1,0 count the elements h ∈ F * 2 l with Trace(h) = 0. Now, we have |L| 1,0 + |L| 1,1 = 2 l−1 . Therefore, similarly as above |L| 1,0 + |L| 1,1 count the elements h ∈ F * 2 l with Trace(h) = 1. We have |L| 0,0 + |L| 1,0 = 2
Let us compute |L| 0,0 + |L| 1,1 . We have the following:
6 ) = 0 iff we have two possibilities for x, namely (x and x + 1) such that
Hasse's theorem implies that it exists δ = |E(F *
, the point (0, 0) and the infinite point do not verify the above equation and two points on the curve produce one h.
As final remark,in order to transform the curve z
we must find h with Trace(h −1 ) = Trace(a 2 ) and Trace(h 
Proof.
a) Suppose that z 2 + tz = t 3 + a 2 t 2 + a 6 and prove that a[
, we have the following:
Let G(t, z) = z 2 + tz + t 3 + a 2 t 2 + a 6 , we have the following: 
Proof. To refer to from above.
Addition Law
• The neutral element is the point ϕ −1 (P ∞ ) = ϕ −1 (0 : 1 : 0) = (0 : a + b : 0) = (0 : 1 : 0).
• Symetrical element: if P = (x, y) is a point over the curve. We have −P = ϕ −1 (−ϕ(P)), and in the curve • Addition law: let y = αx + β denote the line (PQ) where P = (x P , y P ) and Q = (x Q , y Q ) are in the curve E a,b . We define P + Q = R where R = (x R , y R ) and −R = (x R , x R + y R ) is third intersection point between the line and the curve. (a + b)(α + α 2 ) y R = αx R + β with α = y P + y Q x P + x Q and β = y P + αx P .
Conclusion
We have successfully proposed a new binary elliptic curve. For further works, one must study if the addition law is unified and complete.
